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Elements of the hyperoctahedral group B, can be represented by lists of integers 
L = K, rr2 ‘. z,, where the absolute values of the A’S give a permutation of 1, . . . . n. 
The descent set of such a K is the set 
D(n)={ie[O .‘.rr-l]:rr,>rr,+, wheni>O, orrr,<Owheni=O}. 
A descent class, in the group B,,, is the collection of permutations with a given 
descent set. In [Z] we have shown combinatorially a result of Solomon [12] 
stating that the product, in the group algebra Q[B,], of two descent classes is a 
linear combination of descent classes. Thus descent classes generate a subalgebra of 
QCB,]. We refer to this algebra here as Solomon’s hyperocfahedral descent algebra 
and denote it by x B,. The main goal of this paper is a decomposition of the 
multiplicative structure of z B,. In particular, we obtain a complete set of minimal 
idempotents En (indexed by partitions of all kc n) and a basis of nilpotents for all 
the semi-ideals E, x B,E,. To achieve this goal, it develops that C B, acts on the 
so called B,-Lie monomials that were introduced in [S], developed in [2] but not 
fully understood until this paper. This action has a combinatorial description and 
is crucial in the construction of the idempotents and the nilpotents. (0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
I. INTR~DUCTJ~N 
A. Garsia and C. Reutenauer in [S] have given a decomposition of the 
multiplicative structure of Solomon’s descent algebra of the symmetric 
group S,. The object of our recent research is to obtain a similar result for 
the hyperoctahedral group B,. In a first paper, with F. Bergeron [2], 
we obtained a first decomposition of Solomon’s hyperoctahedral descent 
algebra, C B,, into a filtration of ideals. In this paper, we develop results 
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analogous to those of [S] and obtain a decomposition of the multiplicative 
structure of C B,. 
Before we start let us recall the notation and the basic facts of [2]. For 
our needs, we represent he elements of the group B, by sequences rc of n 
integers 
7t=Tc,7c-J .‘. nnr 
where the absolute values of the rc’s represent a permutation of S,. That is 
x is a signed permutation of n elements. We say that II has a descent in 
position 0 if IZ, < 0 and has a descent in position 1 d id n - 1 if rr, > zi+ I . 
The descent set D(n) E [0 . .. n - 1] is the set of the positions where z 
has a descent. 
In our investigation, we represent he subsets of [0 . . n - 1 ] by com- 
positions of 0 <m 6 n. That is for any 1 <m <It and for any sequence of 
strictly positive integers 
P= Pl, P2> ...> Pk 
such that p, + p2 + . . + pk = m, we associate the subset 
s(P)={P,,P,+P,,P,+P,+P2,...,P,+P,+P,+ .“+PkG-l), 
where pO = m-n. For convenience, the empty subset is represented by the 
empty composition of m = 0. This is a one-to-one correspondence. In the 
following, we will write p k m 6 n for the sentence “p is a composition of 
an integer 0 d m < n.” We shall also make the convention that the number 
pO corresponding to p + m <n is pO = m -n. 
The element 
A,= c 7~ 
D(n)=S(p) 
of the group algebra O[B,] of B, is called the descent class corresponding 
to p b m < n. In [ 121, Solomon shows that for any Coxeter group, the set 
of descent classes generates a sub-algebra of the group algebra. For B, we 
have called this sub-algebra Solomon’s hyperoctahedral descent algebra 
C B,. It turns out that the elements 
B,= c IT (1.1) 
D(X)LS(P) 
form a more natural basis for C B,. More precisely, we have shown in [2] 
that the coefficients c;, in 
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are positive integers and have a direct combinatorial interpretation (the 
multiplication in Q[B,,] is denoted here by “ x “). From this multiplication 
rule we have derived that the spaces 
sir)= Q[B,: p(J d v] (1.2) 
are a family of ideals of C B, such that 
Moreover we have shown that 
(1.3) 
In Section 1 we introduce the necessary ingredients to define the action of 
x B, on the B,,-Lie monomials. (The notion of B,-polynomial used here is 
more general than the one used in [2].) This action is the basic tool in the 
construction of the idempotents and nilpotents of Sections 2 and 3. 
In Section 2 we construct a basis of idempotents (I,} for C B, and 
construct a complete family of minimal idempotents {En} indexed by 
partitions I of 0 6 m d n. 
In Section 3 we construct a basis {J,,} which decomposes C B,, into its 
semi-ideals E, x B, E,. This last basis will highlight some decompositions, 
imbeddings, surjections, .. . . of the algebra C B,. 
1. B,-LIE MONOMIALS AND THE RIGHT ACTION OF C B,ON Q[A”] 
A notion of B,-Lie Algebra was first introduced for combinatorial 
consideration in [S]. A slight modification of that notion can be used to 
understand the right action of C B, on O[A”]. 
LetA={C,-< . . . <r?,<ti,<a,<a,< ... <a,} beanalphabetwithtwo 
copies (negative and positive) off letters and let A * and A”, as customary, 
denote the collection of all A-words and respectively all A-words with n 
letters. The non-commutative algebra of all polynomials 
P= c c,w 
WEA* 
with rational coeffkients is denoted here by Q[A*]. The multiplication in 
O[A*] is the linearization of the usual concatenation product of words in 
A *. A polynomial P in Q [A *] is said to be homogeneous of degree n if all 
the words with non-zero coefficients in it have length exactly n. We denote 
by Q[A”] the collection of all homogeneous polynomials of degree n in 
O[A*]. 
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We define on the algebra Q[A*] two involutions. The first one is the bar 
operation, denoted by an overbar. It is defined on letters by 
and extended algebraically to the whole algebra. The second one is the 
bar-flip operation, denoted by a left overarrow. This time it is defined on 
words by 
and extended linearly to the whole algebra. The right action of 7~ E B, on a 
word w=b,b, . . . b,, is then defined by 
M’TC = b,,b,, ... b,“, 
where for convenience we have set a ~ i = Si. This defines, by linearization, 
a right action of Q [Bn] on Q[A”]. 
The Free Lie Algebra over A, denoted here by LIE(A), is the Lie algebra 
generated in Q[A*] by the letters of A and the bracket operation 
We shall denote by LIE’*(A) the homogeneous component of degree n of 
LIE(A). The elements of LIE(A) are called Lie polynomials and a product 
PIP, ... P, of Lie polynomials is called a Lie monomial. We shall say that 
a Lie polynomial P is positive if 
p’= -p 
and a Lie polynomial Q is negative if 
e’= Q. 
By convention, we shall usually use the letter P for positive Lie polyno- 
mials and the letter Q for negative Lie polynomials. Like the multiplication 
of positive and negative numbers, one can see that 
[PI 3 P,l and [Q, 3 QJ 
are positive Lie polynomials and that 
CP> Ql and [Q, PI 
are negative Lie polynomials. The reader will note that the negative Lie 
polynomials are the ones we have called B,-Lie polynomials in [2]. 
For the sake of clarity, we shall give an explicit basis of LIE”(A). Before 
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we proceed we need some further notation. A word u is said to be a Lyndon 
word if it is lexicographically strictly smaller than all its cyclic 
rearrangements. Let u be a Lyndon word of length at least 2. Let u2 be the 
longest Lyndon word such that u = u, u2 for u, non-empty. A classical 
proposition [7,9] is that u, is also a Lyndon word and is lexicographically 
strictly smaller than u2. This proposition gives the so-called standard 
factorization of a Lyndon word. 
For u = u,u2 a Lyndon word and its standard factorization, define 
recursively 
Nul = C~C~,l> N%ll9 
where bra] = a for a letter. Another result from the literature [7, 91 is that 
the polynomials 
{b[u]: u Lyndon word of length n} (1.1) 
yield a basis for LIE”(A). 
Now for u a Lyndon word, set 
P,=b[u]-‘hlul and Q,=b[u]+bCul. 
It is clear from (1.1) that the set 
(Pu, QU: u a Lyndon word) 
generates LIE(A). We can thus select out of this set a basis for LIE(A). In 
particular we have that 
LIE(A)=LIE+(A)@LIE -(A). 
where LIE+(A) and LIE-(A) are the sets of positive and negative (respec- 
tively) Lie polynomials. Let us select an ordered basis 
iQ,, Qz, . . . . P,, P,, . ..> (1.2) 
of LIE(A) such that each Pi is a positive Lie polynomials of homogeneous 
degree and each Qj is a negative Lie polynomial of homogeneous degree. 
Using the PoincarbBirkhoff-Witt’s theorem [7, 9-l l] we have that 
{f’;lf’, .‘. Pi,Qj,Q,, “. Q,,:i,> ... >iS,j,> ... >jr, s, tgN} (1.3) 
yield a basis of Q[A *]. 
For the next proposition, we need to define the B,-symmetrized Lie 
monomial. For a negative Lie monomial Q, Q, .I. Q,, we set 
(Q,Qz ... Or)"=; c Q,,Q,, ... Qo,. 
. aes, 
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Then we define the B,-symmetrized Lie monomial corresponding to the 
B,-Lie monomial P, P, . . . P, Q i Q2 . . . Qt to be the expression 
Using the techniques in [7], one can show 
PROPOSITION 1.1. 
(PilP,, ... Pi,(Qj,Qj, ... Qj,)“: i,> ... >iS,jl> ... >j,, s, tEN} (1.4) 
yield a basis of Q [ A * 1. 1 
A Lie monomial P, P, ... P,Q, Q, ... Q, is said to be of multidegree 
q= (ql, . . . . q,) l= m 6n if it is of total degree n and if the Qi are of degree 
qi, respectively. The shape A(q) of such a multidegree (composition) q is 
the partition of n obtained from q by rearranging its parts in decreasing 
order. A B,-symmetrized Lie monomial P, P, . . . P,Y(Ql Q2 . . . Q,)Sf is said 
to be of shape A(q) for q defined as above. This definition is consistent since 
the symmetrized Lie polynomial is independent of the order in which the 
Q polynomials appear in it. For a partition ;i of integer m < n we define 
L,(A*) to be the linear span of symmetrized Lie monomials of shape 1. If 
A = ( -n, . ..) -2, - 1, 1,2, . . . . n} then the group algebra Cl![B,] is included 
in CJ[A*]. We can thus define 
L,(hr) = L,v*) c-7 QC&l. (1.5) 
In our investigation we shall need the following basic proposition 
[7, 8, lo] on Lie polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. R is a Lie polynomial o (R, u w v) = 0 for all non- 
empty words u and v. 
Here w denotes the usual shuffle product and (-, -) is the scalar 
product for which the words form an orthonormal system. This proposition 
can be generalized [7,8] to 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let R,R2 . . . R, be a Lie monomial such that Rj is 
homogeneous of degree ri and let u,, . . . . uk be words. Then 
<R,R, ... R,, u, w ..’ WUk) 
= c < Rs, Rs, ... R,,,u,u, ... uk). 
s,+ . . ..s”.,1[1..-m7 
5, 
The sum is taken over all decompositions of the set [ 1 . . . m] into k 
481 ‘148/i-8 
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disjoint subsets such that for all 1 <i < k the sum of the rj for Jo Si is 
equal to the length of ui (we write briefly “rS, = Iail”). Here, for 
si= (jl <j2< ‘.. <jr}, 
R, = R, R,, . . . R,. 
It should be understood that the scalar product is zero if the sum is empty. 
To understand the action of C B, on the algebra Q[A*] we need to 
recall from [2] that the dual of the element B, defined by (1.1) 
(p= (p,, . . . . pk) + m <n) is the expression 
B,*=E,w&w&w ... w&, (1.6) 
where EO E, E, . . . Ek = 123 . . . n, 1 EJ = pi and for any word u 
li= 1 ;wu,. (1.7) 
u=u,lq 
From (1.6) and Proposition 1.3 we have the following. 
BASIC LEMMA 1.4. Let P, P, . . . P,Q, Q2 . . . Q, be a B,-Lie monomial of 
multidegree q= (ql, . . . . q,) and let p = (pl, . . . . pk) b m <n. Then the right 
action of B, on those monomials can be described by 
P, .. ~PsQ, . ..Q.B, 
= c f’, -XQso‘e,,,Q,, ... ?%Qsw 
Plr+PZI=PI 
so + s,, + .sz, + + Slk + &k = [ 1 r] 
4so=“-IPI-lPl 
YSv = Pq 
In particular the sum is zero whenever any rearrangement of q = (q,, . . . . ql) 
is not a refinement of p and if i(q) = I(p) = A we have 
P,...P,Q, . ..Q.B,=2’ c P, . ..P.QO, . ..Q.,. 
D E s, 
40, = PI 
Proof: We have that 
PI . ..PsQl...Q.Bp= 1 (P,...P,Q,...Q,B,,u)u 
U‘ZA’ 
= c (P, . ..PsQ....Q,, uB,*)u. 
usA* 
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Using (1.6) we obtain 
P, . ..P.vQl . ..QrB. 
For a moment, let h=s+t and let R,...Rh=P,...P,Q,...Q,. From 
Proposition 1.3 we have that the scalar product appearing in the sum is 
equal to 
We hence have 
R,...R,B,= c RsotRs,,Rsi;..eRslrRs2,. (1.8) 
PlrfP2,=Pt 
So+Sll+S2,+ ~--+Slk+S~k=[l--.h] 
‘sg=“-lPl 
IS,, = P,, 
To obtain the equation of the basic lemma, we need to show that the only 
terms that survive in (1.8) are those for which the set ( 1 . . . s} is included in 
S,. To this end, suppose that for one term of (1.8) 14 SO, i.e., 1 E S,,u Szi 
for one i. Suppose now that 1 is in fact in Sii. Then consider the term of 
(1.8) having exactly the same decomposition except that 1 is in S,; instead. 
T@se two terms cancel each other since they differ only by a sign 
( P, = -PI). We thus have that the only terms of (1.8) that survive are 
those for which 1 ES,. Repeating the reasoning with 2, 3, . . . . s and the 
terms left at each step we derive our claim. 1 
The basic Lemma 1.4 gives a combinatorial tool to treat the right action 
of C B, on the algebra Q[A*]. In other words the basis {B,} of C B, acts 
naturally on the basis (1.3) of 0[,4*]. 
2. THE 1, BASIS AND THE MINIMAL IDEMPOTENTS Ej. 
We are now ready to introduce a second basis of C B, and to show that 
its elements are all semi-idempotent. Moreover we shall construct from this 
basis a complete set of minimal idempotents. 
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For p = (p,, . . . . pk) k m <n, we define the element 
I,= 2 Zk(yg)Nk(Y,)Nk(Y2)...Nk(Yk)BqOY*YZ...4k’ (2.1) 
where k(qi) is the function that gives the number of parts 
tion qi, the composition qoq, q2 . . qk is the concatenation 
tions qi, 
zi=(-l)i 
1.3.5. ... .(2i-1) 
2’i! 
and 
N-= (-lF1 
I i ’ 
in the composi- 
of the composi- 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
We have set ZO = NO = 1. It is clear that the relation (2.1) is invertible since 
if we order the partition p k m <n in a total order compatible with the 
natural ordering of integers m and the partial ordering of refinement for the 
composition of m then the relation (2.1) is upper-triangular with l’s on 
the diagonal. The Zp’s thus yield a basis of C B,. 
To prove the properties of this new basis, we first concentrate our 
investigation on the compositions p=(n) and p = 4. The formula (2.1) 
gives for those compositions 
and 
These are the two essential elements of this new basis. 
In [2] we have shown that +Z,,, is a negative Lie idempotent. That is 
:I,,, is an idempotent and, using the notation in (1.5), 
QCBnl $I,,, = &d4J 
We shall recall here the main steps in the proof of this result. To proceed 
we need some further notation. 
Let Q[A*] @ Q[A *] be the algebra with the shuffle product in the first 
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component of the tensor and the concatenation product in the second com- 
ponent. We then consider, in this tensor algebra, the element 
where li is defined in (1.7). The logarithm of this element is given by 
@=log(l+d)= c N,Ak, (2.4) 
k>l 
where N, is defined in (2.3). When we expand the powers of A, we obtain 
= 1 w@{ 
Wf) 
1 WB,). 
P c 111.1 
k(o) = k 
The last equality is obtained from the expression (1.6). We can thus rewrite 
(2.4) in the form 
where I,,,, is in fact wZClwl). 
The fact that I(,,) is a Lie polynomial is a consequence of Ree’s theorem 
[7, lo] and the identity (see [a]) 
(1+A,uwv)=(l+A,u)w(l+A,v), 
where (1 + A, u) means taking the left tensor of the word u in 1 + A. 
Moreover, ZCnI is negative since 
i,,,= c N,(,,z= c Nk(p,B,,=zm 
P k 11 PCH 
where for p= (pr, pz, . . . . pk), we have set fi= (Pk, P&-l, . . . . pr). Finally, 
using the basic Lemma 1.4 with the negative Lie monomial I,,, we have 
that 
‘:n, = c N,,J,n, x BP = I,,, x B(n) ==,,,. (2.6) 
Pf=n 
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We note here that the right action of Q[B,] on Q[B,] corresponds to the 
right multiplication of the algebra. Repeating the computation in (2.6) with 
an arbitrary negative Lie polynomial Q of degree n we obtain 
Q &, = Q %,, = Q. (2.7) 
We can now state 
THEOREM 2.1. 4 I,n, is an idempoten t and 
the left ideal Q[B,] iI,,, is equal to the space L(,)(B,). 
Proof: The first assertion is exactly Eq. (2.6). For the second assertion, 
(2.7) implies the inclusion of L(,)(B,) in the ideal. On the other hand since 
4ZCn, is a negative Lie polynomial, we have the inclusion of Q[B,]fZ, in 
L(n)(Bn). I 
It is a good exercise to compute the dimension of Q[B,] fZCn,. From the 
theory of idempotents we know that the dimension of this ideal is equal to 
the cardinality of the group B, times the coefficient of the identity in il,,,. 
That is 
dim(Q[B,] ilCnJ)=2+‘n! ZC,,),=2”-‘n! c NkCpj, 
PCn 
where f) u is the operation of taking the coefficient of u in f: Working with 
generating series, we have 
Thus 
dim(Q[B,] ilCnj)=2”-‘(n- l)! 
We now have to understand the element Z,. This can be accomplished 
with 
THEOREM 2.2. I, is an idempotent and 
the left ideal Q [ B,] I, is equal to the space L,(B,). 
To prove this theorem, we need some auxiliary propositions about the 
right action of Zm on B,-symmetrized Lie monomials. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let P,P, . . . P,, he a homogeneous positive Lie 
monomial of total degree n. Then 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the basic Lemma 1.4 since we 
have that 
P,... P,B,= 
P, . ..P. if p=fj 
0 otherwise. 
so 
P, . ..P.I,= c Zktp,P, ... P,B,=P,...P,B,=P,...P,~. 1 
P k ” 
For the other B,,-symmetrized Lie monomials we have 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For 2 #cj, 
L,( B,) Z* = 0. 
Proof. For this proof, let us write I, (‘) to indicate that the element I, is 
in the algebra C B,. To prove the proposition, we need to show that 
for any B,-symmetrized Lie monomial of multidegree I = (I-,, . . . . A,), a 
partition of 0 <m 6 n, we have 
P, ‘. P,7(p, . . . Q,)S’ zy = 0. 
This is equivalent to 
(Q I . Q,)s’ I$” = 0 (2.f3) 
since the positive part of a monomial is left unchanged by the right action 
of B, for p b r (r < m Q n) and is zero otherwise. We can then substract 
n-m from the part p0 and remove the polynomials P on both sides. To 
prove the relation (2.8), it is sufficient to show that for any positive Lie 
monomial Q, . . Q, of multidegree q + (0 < m < n) we have 
Ql -Q,Z;m)=O. (2.9) 
But all the terms appearing in the left hand side are of the form Q,,, . . . Q,, 
for CI a permutation of t elements. Therefore, we only need to show that 
Q,-.Q,l;m’lQ “,... ao,=O. 
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Using the definition (2.1) for I4 and the basic Lemma 1.4 we obtain 
Q, -Q,$‘)l, “,... ec, 
= c ZM,,QI -Qr& “,... em, 
pFr<m 
= 1 Zk(p)X# 
&+s,, +&, + ‘.. +Slk+&k= [l ‘..t] 
: s,s,,s,, ~~~S,,S,,=ri,a,~~~cJ, 
1 
Here we have identified a subset S = {jr <j, < . . < j,} with the subset- 
word j, j, . . . j,. After reflection, one can assume that q= (1, 1, . . . . 1) and 
that p + r d t. We hence have that 
Q, .-Q,~$‘?Qm,...po,= 1 Zk(p)(Pl + lb’,+ l)..‘(p,+ 1). (2.10) 
pCr<t 
To conclude the proof of the proposition we need to show that (2.10) 
vanishes whenever t > 1. For this we need two trivial observations. First, 
the generating function of the Z, (2.2) is 
Second, we have 
1 ~- 
‘F(x) = (1 -x)2 1= 1 (p+l)xP. 
pa1 
Substituting g in f we obtain 
l-x=fk(x))= c zk(x (P+l)xp)k 
k>O P>l 
= 
k;O zk {rn:O ,:rn ( 
p,+1)(P2+1).‘.(Pk+1)x” 
k(P) = k 
= 
+ 
Zk(p)(P, + 1 )b2 + 1 ) ’ ‘. (Pk + 1 ) 
1 
Xm, 
??I>0 PF-m 
The sum of the coefficients of xm for m from 0 to t, is exactly the right hand 
side of (2.10). It becomes clear from the generating function that (2.10) 
vanishes whenever t 2 1. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 imply directly the 
second assertion of the theorem. To show that I, is an idempotent, we first 
note that for the identity element space of B, expanded in terms of the 
basis (1.4), we have 
Id = &I+, E LB( B,). 
But from Proposition 2.3, any element of L,(B,) is fixed by the right action 
of I,. So we must have 
Ii=I, 
and this completes the proof of the theorem. m 
In Eq. (2.5) we have set I,,,, = WI,,,,,,) for w a word in A*. To contrast 
this definition, let us set 
?cH,, = wzy”. (2.11) 
Let us compute the dimension of QpCB,] I& We have 
dim(Q[B,] I,) = 2”n! IdIs = 2”n! c ZkCpI. 
pi=m<n 
But 
Now 
This last function is simply f( -x). Hence we have 
PROPOSJTJON 2.5. dim( Q [ B,] I++) = 1 ‘3 .5 . . . . (2n - 1). 
It is interesting to note that O[A”] Zm is exactly the homogeneous 
component of degree n of the enveloping algebra of LIE ‘(A). 
The next lemma will be useful in understanding the basis (I,). 
LEMMA 2.6. i, is a linear combination of monomials of multidegree p. 
Proof. To be more precise, we claim that for p = (pl, .., pk) k m d n, 
I, = c 4sol~cs,l~ml . ..IVtl. (2.12) 
sa+s,+ .,. +&=[I --.?I] 
ISI = PI 
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We should point out that the product operation used in the sum is the 
concatenation product and, with the same convention as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.4, subsets have been identified with their subset-words. If we 
expand each of the I’s in the right hand side of (2.12) we obtain 
X c B%tso1 BYICSII . . . BdSkl) (2.13) 
so+s,+ ... +&=[I...n] 
I& = PI 
where we have set wB, = BYCw7. A moment of reflection should reveal that 
B YOYIY*‘--Yk = c BYoCsdBdsd .‘.BYkC&I. (2.14) 
s~+.s,+~ +&=[l-..n] 
ISI = Pz 
Substituting (2.14) in (2.13) we obtain exactly the definition (2.1). 1 
An interesting property of the basis {Z,} can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 2.7. For p = (p, , . . . . pk) and q = (ql, . . . . qk) two compositions 
of m d n, when %(p) = A(q) = 2, we haue 
z, x I, = 2ks(A) z,, 
where s(A) is the order of the stabilizer of the partition A. 
Proof: Expanding I, according to Eq. (2.12) and expanding I, 
according to (2.1) we have that 
Ip x I, = c c cp~~so]~cs,] ...Zrsk~B,,’ 
so+s,+ --.&=[I--.nJ po/=“<y< 
I.% = PI Pz I= 4, 
where cp is the coefficient of B, in (2.1) and p=pOplpz “‘pk. If p #q we 
know from the basic Lemma 1.4 that the term inside the sum vanishes. 
Since cq = 1, we can thus write 
I, x I, = c l”,,,~cs,1 . ..ICSklBY. 
so+s,+ -..sk=[I---n] 
ISA = PI 
Applying the basic Lemma 1.4 we obtain 
Ip x I, = c Zk c ~~Sol ~CS”,l b,,l . . . k%,l 
so+s*+ --.&=[l..-n] d t Sk 
I.% = PI PO, = q’r 
= 2ks(l) z4. 1 
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A consequence of this theorem is 
COROLLARY 2.8. (1/2ks(A(p))) I, is an idempotent. 1 
We are now in position to construct a complete family of minimal 
idempotents for the algebra C B,. We first define, for A a partition of 
m <n with k parts, the element 
E,=- l Cb 2kk! A(p) = i 
It is understood that E, = I,. Generalizing Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we have 
THEOREM 2.9. For any i partition of rn Gn, 
E, is idempotent 
and 
the left ideal Q [ B,,] E, is equal to L,( B,). 
ProoJ: The first assertion is a consequence of Theorem 2.7 since, for 
I(q) = A, we have 
E;&=j&, c z, x zq=& c s(A) I,= I,. (2.15) 
. i.(p)=>. ’ A(p)=>. 
The last equality follows from the fact that s(n)o(n)= k! for o(J”) the 
cardinality of the obit of 3” under the action of the symmetric group, i.e., 
o(A)= #{p: I(p)= A). From (2.15) we have 
E;= & 1 E;.xI,,=& c I,=E;.. 
’ >.(p)=j. j(p)=>. 
Now, let P, P, ‘. P,(Q, Q2 . . Qk).‘* be a B,-symmetrized Lie monomial 
of shape 1,. We have that 
f’, .‘.f’l(Q~ ‘..Qk)“kEj.=&h 1 C P,...P,QO;..Q,,,Z,. (2.16) 
’ oE.Sk j.(p)=;. 
Expanding Z, according to (2.1) and using once again the basic Lemma 1.4 
we have that the right hand side of (2.16) is equal to 
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where stab(l)= {FESS: Ar,=IZi). The middle sum in (2.17) is a sum over 
the orbit /z(p) = 1. Since the terms in (2.17) are independent of cr we have 
that (2.17) is equal to 
l c 1 
’ ut &/stab(l) z l stab(i) 
p, ...p,Q(“r), ..~Q(“r)k=pl . ..P.(Ql ..‘QkP. (2.18) 
Equations (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18) show that L,(B,) is included in 
O[B,] E,. To conclude the proof, we need to show the other inclusion. It 
is clearly sufficient to show that E, is in L,(B,) since this will imply that 
nE, is in L,(B,) for any 71 in B,. Using Eq. (2.12) we have 
1 
=2ks(n) c &so, (I,,,, . I,,, IS”. 
(2.19) 
so+sl+,s(.~.~CI...nl 
/ I, 
It is clear from this expression that E, is a linear combination of 
symmetrized Lie monomials of shape A. Hence E, is in L,(B,). 1 
Since the spaces L,(B,) are disjoint, the previous theorem implies that 
Ej.Ep = dj.pEj: (2.20) 
Hence the elements {El} are orthogonal idempotents. In the following 
theorem we record a few identities. 
THEOREM 2.10. For I(p) = I(q) = A, 
(1) Ej.Ep=bApE,, 
(2) ZpZq=IpB,=2ks(A)Zq, 
(3) EAI, = I,, 
(4) E,I,=O ifp#Z, 
(5) IpEA=2k41) Ej.3 
(6) E,Z,E, = 6,,2ks(A) E,, 
Proof: Equations (1) (2), and (3) are Eq. (2.20), Theorem 2.7, and 
Eq. (2.15), respectively. Equation (4) is a consequence of (3) and (1) since 
E,I,=E,E,I,=O. 
Equation (5) follows directly from Theorem 2.7 and Eq. (6) is simply a mix 
of Eqs. (3) (4), and (5). 1 
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We can now state 
THEOREM 2.11. The {E,} form a complete family of minimal idem- 
potents for 1 B,. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.10 (1) we have that (E,} is a family of 
orthogonal idempotents. Hence we only need to show that for all I, the 
right ideal Ej, C B, is irreducible. From Theorem 2.10 (3) and (4) we have 
that SSj. = (ZP: A(p) = A} . is a basis for the ideal E, x B,. To prove the 
irreducibility of the ideal, let us suppose that 
Ej. C Bn = VI 0 Vz. 
We can assume, without loss of generality, that VI contains an element 
f = c cpzp> 
i.(p) = I 
with 
2 c,=c#O. 
i.(p) = 2 
But since V, is a right ideal, using Theorem 2.10 (2), we would have for 
each Z, in .?tY3, 
fl, = 2&s(n) cz, E v, . 
This implies that 98A is included in V,. Hence V2 = 4 which proves that 
E, C B, is irreducible. 1 
This theorem implies the following. 
COROLLARY 2.12. The dimension of the radical of x B, is 2” - gfi - 
9 n-1 - . . . - gob, where Pn is the number of partitions of the integer n. 
Corollary 2.12 completes a partial result we have obtained in [2]. 
Reversing the argument in [2] we have 
COROLLARY 2.13. { BiCp)- B,: l(p) # p, p + m < n} yields a basis of 
the radical of C B,. 
3. THE JP BASIS AND THE MULTIPLICATIVE STRUCTURE OF C B, 
We shall now construct a basis of nilpotents for the radical of 2 B,. 
More precisely we shall contruct a basis for each semi-ideal E,, C B, E,. To 
proceed we need some further notation. 
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Let & = { 1 < 2 < . . n ) be an alphabet of n letters. For a word w in d*, 
let u be the longest Lyndon word such that w = w’u. Repeating this process 
recursively on w’ we obtain the factorization 
It is well known [7, 91 that in this factorization, U, > u2 2 . . . 3 u, and 
there is no other factorization of w with this property. In other words, the 
factorization of a word into decreasing Lyndon words is unique. 
For a word w = u1 u2 . . . u, factorized into decreasing Lyndon words, let 
4, > ui,, ..., ui, be the Lyndon words of even length in the factorization. 
Similarly let ujl, ujZ, .. . . ui, be the Lyndon words of odd length in that 
factorization. We then define 
Ypcw] = /$?A,,] b[u,] . . . h[u,](b[u,,] b[Uj2] . . . b[u,,])“,. 
For example, if 
w = 122312212211121 
then the decreasing factorization of w into Lyndon words is 
w= 1223.122.122.1112.1 
and 
Y[w] =b[l223] h[1112](6[122] b[122] b[l])“. 
Note that only words which are rearrangements of w appear in the polyno- 
mial Y[w]. Moreover using a modification of the Poincar&Birkhoff-Witt 
theorem we have that 
{?!Y[w]: WE&d*} (3.1) 
yield a basis of a[&*]. The reader will note the analogy between the basis 
(1.4) and the basis (3.1). 
We shall now identify the composition p = (p,, . . . . pk) t= rn 6 n with the 
word p=pIp2...pk in d*. (We have implicitly used this convention in 
formula (2.1).) We may then factorize this composition into decreasing 
Lyndon words and define the polynomial 9’[p]. Let ui,, u,~, .. . . uj, be the 
Lyndon words of odd length in the decreasing factorization of p. We define 
[(PI = (f,, f,, ...9 8,) 
to be the composition where di is the sum of the letters in uj,. For 
convenience we set z(p) to be the shape of f(p), that is 
T(P) = 4QP)). 
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For example, if 
p=133~13~122~1123~11122 + 30<n 
then 133, 122, 11122 are the Lyndon words of odd length, 
&)=(7,5,7) /= 196n and Z(P) = (797, 5). 
The partition t(p) is called the type of the composition p. 
For a polynomial 
in Q[.d*], we set 
In particular since all sP[p] for p k m d n are independent by (3.1), we 
have that 
1 
J, = p”‘““s(r(p)) z.m (3.2) 
yield a basis of C B,. In the remaining part of this investigation, we shall 
discover some remarkable properties of this basis. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. J,, E L,,,,(B,). 
Proof We first discuss the case where p is a Lyndon word itself. For 
such a p we have 
Y[Pl =bCpI. 
It is clear from formula (2.12) that 
where 6,[R1 R, ... Rk] is the bracketing of the Lie polynomials 
R,, R,, . . . . R, according to the structure of the bracket products in b[p]. 
In other words we replace the letters pi in b[p] by the polynomial Ri. 
From the sign rule discussed in Section 1, we have that the Lie polynomial 
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is negative if p is of odd length and is positive if p is of even length. The 
element in (3.3) is hence in L,(B,) if p is of even length and is in L,,,(B,) 
if p is of odd length. 
More generally, using the same convention as above, we have 
I spcPl= c ~~so,~r~~sI,~cs*, ‘..1,,,1. (3.4) slJ+s,+ ...&=[I-..n] 
IS,1 = PI 
It is clear from this expression and from the definition of Y[p] that 
I spcp, EL,,,(4). I 
From this proposition we deduce the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
E*J,E, = JP zj” 2 = /z(p) and p = z(p) 
0 otherwise. 
Proof: Since J, is in L&B,) we have from Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 (1) 
that 
J,E,= JP if p=z(p) 
0 otherwise. 
On the other hand, since J, is a linear combination of Zy’s for A(q) = i(p), 
using Theorem 2.10 (3) and (4), we have that 
E,J,= JP if il= A(p) 
0 otherwise. 
A direct consequence of this proposition is the following: 
THEOREM 3.3. {J,:A(p)=A, z(p)=p} yields a basis of E,CB,E,. 
Moreover, Ji. = E, and Jp is nilpotent whenever I(p) # p. More generally 
J, J, = 0 whenever I(q) # z(p). 
Proof: The first part of the theorem is a direct consequence of Proposi- 
tion 3.2. For the second part, note that comparing Eqs. (3.4) and (2.19), we 
obtain Jj, = El. Finally, since il(p)#p implies that A(p)# s(p), we only 
need to show that J,, J, = 0 whenever A.(q) #z(p). To this end suppose that 
A = l(q) # T(P) = p. Then, from Proposition 3.2, we have 
JPJY=JPE,,EaJy=O. 1 
In particular this theorem gives us the following: 
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COROLLARY 3.4. (J,: A(p) # p} yields a basis of the radical of 1 B,. 
Our next task is to sketch how to evaluate the product J,J, when 
A(q) = z(p). For this let us set p = r(p) = A(q) and v = r(q). So we have 
(3.5) 
Note that Z,[p] is a linear combination of Lie monomials of type p such 
that I(p) = r(p) = p. Hence if we expand Z,vcy, in terms of the B, basis, 
the only non-zero terms in the product (3.5) are those for which 
I.(K) = I(q) = p. Hence the product (3.5) becomes 
1 1 
JPJy=---- p’“‘s(v) 2w”)s(p) hP1 B .v’CYl . 
Now if we use the basic Lemma 1.4 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.5. For t(q)= v and E,(q)= t(p) =p let vI, v2, . . . . v, be the 
Lyndon words of odd length in the decreasing factorization of p and let 
e(p) = (8,) e2, . . . . e,). Then 
To rewrite the expansion of the product in the theorem in terms of the 
basis elements J,, we expand the expression 
&,,; ~Y;;CbCvo,lbCvJ ..~Nv,,ll 
I Yi 
in terms of the basis Y[p] for A(p) = A(p) and r(p) = v. 
In Fig. 3.1 we have depicted the algebra C B, as a graph. Each vertex, 
labeled by a partition i of m d 5, represents a minimal idempotent EA. 
Each edge represents an element of the basis J,. In particular all edges 
between the vertices 2 and p form a basis of the semi-ideal E, C B,E,. One 
can see, from Theorem 3.5, that the general graph of the algebra 2 B, is 
transitive in the following sense: 
(dim E, c B, El # 0 and dim E,x B,E,#O)=dim EYE B,E,#O. 
We conclude this work with some remarks concerning the algebras C B,. 
481/148/l-9 
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FIGURE 3.1. 
Remark 3.6. Trivial imbedding of C B, in C B, (m <n). From the 
definition (1.2) it is easy to see that 
In the graph of C B,,, this ideal corresponds to all edges which start at a 
vertex labeled by a partition of m, n - v < m d n. Together with (1.3), this 
implies that the graph of C B, is trivially imbedded in the graph of C B,. 
In fact the only different between the two graphs are the vertices and edges 
involving a partition of an integer m for n-v < m dn. This defines a 
homomorphic injection of C B, in C B,. This injection is the right inverse 
of the surjection obtained from (1.3). 
Remark 3.7. Non-trivial imbedding of x B, in 1 B, (m <n). Let u be 
a Lyndon word in the alphabet d* and let L equal the sum of the letters 
of u if the length of u is odd. Let G = 0 in the other case. For any composi- 
tion p=uiu,... u, factorized into decreasing Lyndon words, we define 
p @ u to be the composition obtained by insertion of the Lyndon word u 
into the decreasing factorization of p. Note that A(p @ U) = A(p) u A(U) and 
that r(p @ u) = z(p) u 8. This implies that we have an edge J, from A(p) 
to t(p) in the graph of C B, if and only if we have an edge J, C0j u from 
,?(p @; U) to ~(p @, U) in the graph of C B,. One can observe from 
Theorems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 that this operation induces a homomorphic 
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injection of C B,, in C B, only if the Lyndon word u is reduced to a single 
letter. If u is not a letter, then the map sends C B,, into the radical of 
C B,. The injection discussed above is the right inverse of the surjection 
described as follows: for a composition p let p% a be the composition 
obtained from p by erasing the rightmost occurrence of the letter a. If a 
does not appear in p then let p % a = #. With the convention that J, = 0, 
the surjection is defined by 
Remark 3.8. A decomposition qf C B,,. The next decomposition is 
based on the following remark: 
T(-) preserves the parity of the length. 
That is if p is of odd length then T(P) is of odd length and if p is of even 
length then 7(p) is of even length. This implies that x B,, can be decom- 
posed into two disjoint components, 
(3.7) 
where 
and 
c Bz = {J,, : length of p is even } 
1 B,!, = {J, : length of p is odd }. 
The decomposition (3.7) is remarkable in the sense that, up to now, the 
only way to obtain it was through the basis J,. 
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